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Germany hails Kuwait’s
hosting of Yemeni talks

Man wins court order
to waive phone bill

CBK funds cancer
patients’ Omra trips 

KUWAIT: Acting Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign
Affairs Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
received a phone call yesterday from his German coun-
terpart Frank-Walter Steinmeier, who hailed Kuwait’s
efforts to host the UN-mediated Yemeni peace talks.
Steinmeier expressed hope that the talks will end the
war in Yemen and bring peace and stability to the coun-
try. Moreover, the two sides also discussed topics of
mutual concern and the recent regional and interna-
tional development. — KUNA

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: The appeals court yesterday upheld a first
instance ruling acquitting a citizen in a case filed by the
Ministry of Communications demanding payment of KD
15,281 over an overdue landline telephone bill because
the claim was outdated. The court said that the bill was
due 15 years ago, but the ministry did not claim it then.  

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) provided
Kuwait Society For Smoking and Cancer Prevention (KSS-
CP) with financial support needed to send cancer patients
for Omra trips. Commenting on the program, Assistant
General Manager for Media and Public Relations Affairs,
Amani Al-Wer’a said that CBK is keen on maintaining good
relationships with NGOs serving all sectors of the commu-
nity, namely patents, in order to support and help them
get through their ordeals. Meanwhile, KSSCP Chairman Dr
Khaled Al-Saleh hailed CBK’s initiative and support.
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KUWAIT: Restoration works at the Grand Mosque’s dome, which are set to finish before the beginning of the holy month of Ramadan. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh
Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-
Sabah, stressed yesterday the importance
of sport media role in highlighting achieve-
ments and covering activities and events.

After his meeting with the head and
members of the sport media committee,
Sheikh Salman praised, in a statement,
Kuwaiti Journalists Association’s step in
forming a special committee concerned
with sport media. The Ministry of
Information is keen to support the commit-
tee’s activities in a bid to raise the level of
sport media, he said.

Meanwhile, Secretary General of the
Kuwaiti Journalists Society Faisal Al-Qinaee
praised the ministry’s role in supporting
the media movement. The committee has
set a program for the development of jour-
nalistic and media skills of Kuwaitis work-
ing in the sports field, especially young
people, through workshops and special-
ized courses, Qinaee said. He added that
the committee will develop its relationship
on the regional and international levels for
the benefit for those working in sport jour-

Minister stresses sport
media’s importance 

KUWAIT: Secretary General of the Arab Red
Crescent and Red Cross Organization (ARCO)
Dr Saleh Al-Suhaibani yesterday extolled
Kuwait’s support of humanitarian causes,
through the efforts of Kuwait Red Crescent
Society (KRCS).

In a statement after meeting with KRCS
chairman Dr Hilal Al-Sayer, Suhaibani said that
Kuwait’s relief and aid efforts have garnered
the country international adulation. Moreover,
Suhaibani noted that Kuwait has excelled in
the humanitarian arena, having lent a helping
hand to a myriad of needy nations.

The Secretary General of ARCO also high-
lighted the need for continuous cooperation
amongst Arab humanitarian organizations, in
efforts to better cope with the region’s disas-
ters. Suhaibani also noted that there are a
number of locations in the Arab region in dire
need of humanitarian assistance, naming
Syria as a case in point. Meanwhile, Sayer said
that KRCS will spare no efforts to assist those
affected by conflict, adding that Kuwaiti
humanitarian aid all across the globe is a
bright addition to the country’s humanitarian
track record. — KUNA

CAIRO: Chairman of Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain Cultural Foundation poet Abdulaziz
Al-Babtain stressed the importance of spreading the Arabic Language as means to
uniting the Arab World. Poets mirror the concerns and hopes of their nations, said
Babtain during a cultural event held at Kuwait Embassy in Cairo on late on Monday.
He pointed to different conferences organized by the Foundation in different coun-
tries, aiming to encourage dialogue between cultures, translation and tolerance
among different nations. In this context, he noted the recent ‘Ibn Zaydoun’ poetry
conference held in Spain and attended by 450 international figures.

The Foundation is exerting huge efforts to spread the Arabic Language and liter-
ature on a wider range, through providing awards and prizes for poets with promi-
nent works, he added. Moreover, Babtain also said that the Foundation is cooperat-
ing with 59 Arab universities to hold specialized training courses in Arabic
Language skills, reading and understanding poetry and other topics in the field,
while it is also working on developing Arabic learning in Iran, Pakistan, India, Turkey,
USA and African countries. — KUNA

Writer highlights
Palestine in Kuwaiti

literature
RAMALLAH: Writer Fahad Al-Hindal highlighted Palestine’s presence in
Kuwaiti literature during a seminar late Monday on the sidelines of
Palestine International Book Fair. Hindal said that the current Kuwaiti and
Palestinian generations should further communicate in light of historical
and deep-rooted ties. He also shed light on presence of Palestine in
Kuwaiti literature in a paper he presented with the attendance of tens of
intellectuals, reviewing the Palestinian writings in Kuwaiti magazines.

He called on thinkers in Kuwait and the Arabian Gulf region to visit
Palestine and take part in various cultural activities there. He also
expressed hope that he would have the opportunity to visit Palestine
again in the near future. Meanwhile, Palestinian writer Hafeth Al-
Bargouthi said that continuing to communicate with the Kuwaiti side on
various levels is essential. The relationship between Palestine and Kuwait
has stopped during a dark era; meanwhile both sides share a strong and
old connection in the domain of literature. — KUNA

Spreading Arabic
Language vital for

unity: Babtain

ARCO extolls Kuwait’s
humanitarian efforts 

KUWAIT: Secretary General of the Arab Red Crescent and Red Cross Organization (ARCO)
Dr Saleh Al-Suhaibani meets with KRCS chairman Dr Hilal Al-Sayer. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Information Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud Al-Sabah with the head and members
of the sport media committee. — KUNA

CAIRO: Chairman of Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain Cultural Foundation poet Abdulaziz Al-
Babtain (second from left) attends a cultural event held at Kuwait Embassy in Cairo,
Egypt. — KUNA


